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Program Educational Objectives (PEO)
Graduate will compete on a global platform to pursue their professional career in
PEO1
law, legal sciences and inter-disciplinary areas of law.
Graduates will pursue higher education and/or engage in continuous up-gradation of
PEO2
their professional and legal skills
Graduates will effectively communicate in English and Hindi(Bilingual) and will
PEO3 demonstrate professional behavior while working in the diverse teams and in the
court practice.
Graduates will demonstrate Graduates will demonstrate socio-legal concern for the
PEO4
society and environment.

PO1
PO2
PO3
PO4
PO5

PO6

Program Outcomes-(PO)
Apply the knowledge of legal science, law, legal methodology, jurisprudence and
legal analysis and a specialization in judicial approach and analysis in various
areas of law in general and technology law and procedural law in specific
Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health,
safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the
professional law practice
Identify, review research literature and analyze the legal framework and statutory
provisions and compliances including legal due diligence and issues of financial
management and draft relevant documentation in sector specific industries
Understand the impact of the professional legal solutions in societal and
environmental contexts and demonstrate the knowledge of and need for
sustainable development
Interpret the written text of laws in the light of contemporary ethos so as to apply
them in the solving of complex legal matters in a socio-political context with
relevance to rural/urban areas
Design legal amendments and drafts for complex technological, environmental
and sociological problem and design legal regulatory components and
compliances that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the
public health and safety and socio-cultural-economic and environmental
considerations

PO7
PO8
PO9
PO10

PO11
PO12

Create, select and apply appropriate techniques, resources and modern tools of
drafting and legal research with an understanding of the limitations
8Use legal research-based knowledge and research methods including design the
tools of research analysis and interpretation of data and synthesis of the
information to provide valid conclusions
Represent cases of their prospective clients in courts, tribunals and commissions
ans analyze legal provisions and draft effective applications related to cause of
clients including writs, plaints, notices, orders etc
10.Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the legal and managerial
principles and apply these to ones’ own work, as a member and leader in a team,
to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments
11.Communicate effectively on activities and with the legal fraternity (advocates
and judicial officers) in specific and society at large, such as, being able to
comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective
presentations and give and receive clear instructions
Compete at the national and state level for the competitive examinations including
judicial and civil services
Semester- I

Course Name: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I
Course Code: L-101
L-101-CO-1

Interpret the background and characteristics of the Indian Constitution.

L-101-CO-3

Evaluate the basic concepts of Union Parliament, Executive and Judiciary as
well as State Legislature, Executive and Judiciary.
Evaluate the concept of contractual and tortious liability of the State.

L-101-CO-4

Evaluate the provisions of distribution of legislative and administrative
powers between Union and States.

L-101-CO-2

Semester- I
Course Name: LAW OF TORT INCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT AND
CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS
Course Code: L-102
L-102 - C0-1

Understand the essentials and able to categorize the tort.

L-102 - C0-2

Identify the general principles of Law of Torts.

L-102 - C0-3
L-102 - C0-4

Evaluate the principles of remoteness of damages and torts related to
intellectual property rights
Develop the importance of socio-economic legislation i.e. Consumer
Protection Law and importance and need the MV Act in today’s time.

Semester- I
Course Name: ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Course Code: L-106
L-106-CO-1

Understand the subjective aspects of environment as a law

L-106-CO-2

Analyze the interrelationship between the management, law and science

L-106-CO-3
L-106-CO-4

L-106-CO-5

L-106-CO-6

Evaluate the judicial approach and analyze critically the application of the
principles and doctrines in relation to environment
Apply the knowledge of environmental jurisprudence to draft effective PIL
(Public interest litigation) petitions
Apply and implement the concept of sustainability and the various agendas
to protect and safeguard the environment and to sensitize and acquaint the
society at large on the global concerns of Environment, the prosecution and
punishments against pollution.
Conduct Empirical research in environmental law and drafting of MoU's to
achieve effective results

Semester- I
Course Name: PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW
Course Code: L-124
L-124- CO-1

1. Explain the basic principles and doctrines of Public International Law

L-124- CO-2

2. Identify contentious issues in Public International Law.

L-124- CO-3

3. Analyze the relationship between Municipal Law and International Law

L-124- CO-4

4. Evaluate the International disputes settlement mechanism.

Semester- I
Course Name: INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Course Code: L-109
L-109-C0-1
L-109-C0-2
L-109-C0-3
L-109-C0-4
L-109-C0-5

Identify the history of international organization, features, various kinds, and
their functions.
Understand the importance of various international organizations, their
achievements and relevance in the modern global world.
Demonstrate various international as well as regional organizations like the
United Nations, NATO, Arab league, EU Organization of American States,
SAARC, ASEAN etc. specially its relevance in modern times.
Analyze the role of the various international as well as regional
organizations, their functions and significance in modern time.
Appraise about social, economic and cultural relevance of the various

L-109-C0-6

international as well as regional organizations.
Role play of various international as well as regional organizations in social,
economic and cultural advancement in Indian perspective. Appraise role of
various international as well as regional organizations in social, economic
and cultural advancement in Indian perspective.

Semester- I
Course Name: CYBER LAW
Course Code: L-143
L-143- CO-1
L-143- CO-2
L-143- CO-3
L-143- CO-4

Understand the concept of cyber space and characteristics and jurisdictional
issue with respect to cyber crimes at the global platform
Understand the meaning and relevance of digital signature, electronic
signature. The students will be further able to understand the concept of ecommerce, e-governance and the role of intermediary under I.T. Act, 2000.
Analyze the origin & development of cyber crimes and the modern age
cyber crimes
Analyze the emerging trends in the Intellectual Property Rights with the use
of cyber
Semester- I

Course Name: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Course Code: L-146
L-146- CO-1
L-146- CO-2
L-146- CO-3
L-146- CO-4

Analyse the need for legal research and analysis.
Analyse substantive legal issues pertaining to the dissemination of
information.
Analyse substantive legal issues and authentication of legal research both
doctrinal and non-doctrinal.
Analyse and conduct critical legal analysis.

Semester- II
Course Name: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-II
Course Code: L-103
L-103-CO-1

Interpret the basic concept of the Subject of Constitutional Law.

L-103-CO-2
L-103-CO-3

Analyze the provisions of Constitutional Law.
Evaluate the concept of State, various Doctrines relating to Art. 13 of COI,

L-103-CO-4
L-103-CO-5

Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles of State
Policy.
Evaluate the Constitutional remedies in case of violation of the Fundamental
Rights of an individual.
Evaluate the Emergency provisions and Amendment to the Constitution of
India and Doctrine of Basic Structure of the Constitution of India.

Semester- II
Course Name: LAW OF CONTRACT
Course Code: L-104
L-104- CO-1
L-104- CO-2
L-104- CO-3
L-104- CO-4
L-104- CO-5
L-104- CO-6

Understand the validity of contract including the nature of minor contract
and its effect under different circumstances.
Identify the general principles of the law of contract along with the basic
terms like proposal acceptance, consideration and different types of
contracts/agreements etc.
Apply the role of consent in the law of contract and the effect when the
consent is not free
Analyze the law regarding the discharge of contract and consequences in
case of breach of contract and the concept of agreement which resemblance
to the contract.
Evaluate the legality of object of the contract, void agreement, contingent
contract and wager agreement.
Develop the objectives and importance of the Specific Relief Act and its
application where there are no remedies in general rule.

Semester- II
Course Name: FAMILY LAW I
Course Code: L-111
L-111- CO-1

L-111- CO-2

L-111- CO-3

Define the sources and schools of the Hindu law and the concept of basic
terms like 'Hinduism', Hindu, Minority and Guardianship its kinds and the
power.
Explain the legal validity of marriage under the Hindu marriage Act, 1955,
its applicability and consequences in case of breach of legal provisions also
the concept of divorce under the Hindu law in ancient time and after the
amendment under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955.
Interpret the term partition, coparcernary and the rule for partition and its
validity according to the Hindu law with special reference to 2005
amendments, also illustrate the concept of devolution of property, Stridhan,
Succession of property of male and female and in case where none relatives
and disqualification of heirs.

L-111- CO-4

Analyze the law relating to maintenance under the Hindu law and under the
Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 and also able to understand the procedure of
adoption under the Hindu law with reference to Vedic Era.

Semester- II
Course Name: PENOLOGY & VICTIMOLOGY
Course Code: L-112
L-112- CO-1

Define concepts of Penology and analyse the provisions of Punishment.

L-112- CO-2

Understand the Prison system and rights of prisoners in India.

L-112- CO-3
L-112- CO-4

Apply various theories regarding Victimology and victim-offender
relationship.
Evaluate legal provisions and discuss specific victimization of women,
children, SC and ST as well as about victim’s welfare schemes.

Semester- II
Course Name: COMPETITION LAW
Course Code: L-142

L-142- CO-3

Remembering the knowledge of the trade practices in MRTP (Monopolies
and Restrictive Trade Practices) Act.
Understanding the Anti- Competitive Agreements under Competition Law
in India.
Analyze the concept of Abuse of Dominant positions & Combinations.

L-142- CO-4

Evaluate the institutional structure of Competition Law in India.

L-142- CO-1
L-142- CO-2

Semester- II
Course Name: HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
Course Code: L-106
L-145- CO-1
L-145- CO-2
L-145- CO-3
L-145- CO-4

Understand the meaning and significance of Human rights in the globalized
world.
Understand the historical evolution of Human Rights and the various factors
responsible for the development of the Human Rights.
Analyze the Human Rights of special categories of persons including
refugees and internally displaced persons and the problems associated with
their Human Rights.
Evaluate the role of International Humanitarian Law in the realization of
Human Rights in the global scenario.

Semester- II

Course Name: ENGLISH
Course Code: L-141
L-141- CO-1
L-141- CO-2
L-141- CO-3
L-141- CO-4

Recognize and interpret the skills of communication through listening,
reading speaking, and writing practice.
Demonstrate vocabulary skills and comprehend summarizing paraphrasing,
and translation skills.
Apply legal knowledge for advocacy through the study of legal maxims and
legal phrases.
Construct grammatically correct sentences in the English Language while
drafting any legal document.

Semester- III
Course Name: SPECIAL CONTRACT
Course Code: L-105
L-105- CO-1
L-105- CO-2
L-105- CO-3
L-105- CO-4

Understand basic principles governing contracts of guarantee, indemnity,
bailment along with rights and duties of bailor and bailee
Understand the concept of indemnity and agency along with its regulation
and basic features
Interpret agreements of sale of goods and various duties and rights given to
the seller as well as to the buyer
Infer and interpret requirements for the incorporation of Limited Liability
Partnership and Traditional Partnership under LL.P Act and Indian
Partnership Act respectively

Semester- III
Course Name: JURISPRUDENCE
Course Code: L-115
L-115- CO-1

Understand the concept of Jurisprudence along with its nature and scope.

L-115- CO-2

Analyse various sources of law like custom, legislation and precedents.

L-115- CO-3
L-115- CO-4

Analyse the theories of various schools of the law in philosophical and
analytical way.
Create new applications by correlating the relationship of rights & duties
and ownership & possession by acquiring the thorough knowledge of Legal
Theory and elements of law viz, Rights, Duties, Ownership etc.

Semester- III
Course Name: FAMILY LAW-II
Course Code: L-116

L-116- CO-2

Define various sources of Muslim law, types of marriage and their
Relevance in current scenario
Explain the dower, divorce; meaning and types

L-116- CO-3

Analyze the provisions of gift, will and guardianship under Muslim Law.

L-116- CO-4

Compare the provisions of maintenance under Muslim law, under Crpc and
the law relating to waqf and Pre-emption.

L-116- CO-1

Semester- III
Course Name: LAW OF CRIMES I (INDIAN PENAL CODE)
Course Code: L-117
L-117- CO-1
L-117- CO-2
L-117- CO-3
L-117- CO-4

Understanding the cause, effects and elements of crime.
Analyze the general exceptions of Law of Crimes and to develop the
analytical skill in handling the legal problems relating to crimes.
Evaluate the legal problem relating against Human Body and marriage with
the use of legal acumen and reasoning given.
Creating reasoning of the offences against the property and reputation within
the legal reasoning given in IPC.

Semester- III
Course Name: COMPANY LAW
Course Code: L-134
L-134- CO-1

Explain the fundamental legal principles of Company Law.

L-134- CO-2

Apply the concepts of shares transaction within a company.

L-134- CO-3

Examine the administration and internal management of the company.

L-134- CO-4

Evaluate the various modes of Winding Up.

Semester- III
Course Name: INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES AND PRINCIPLE OF
LEGISLATION

Course Code: L-126
L-126- CO-1

Understand the basic principles of interpretation of statutes

L-126- CO-2

Explain the salient feature of the General Clauses Act 1897

L-126- CO-3

Identify the various maxims in relation to the interpretation of the statutes

L-126- CO-5

Analyze the various rules to search out the spirit of the legislature by
understanding Mischief Rule, Golden Rule etc
Appraise the aids associated with the interpretation and their operation

L-126- CO-6

Construct the principles of interpretation with respect to the nature of the
statute such as Fiscal, Penal etc

L-126- CO-4

Semester- III
Course Name: ENERGY LAW AND POLICY
Course Code: L-148
L-148- CO-1
L-148- CO-2
L-148- CO-3
L-148- CO-4
L-148- CO-5

Understanding the gamut and the nature of Petroleum & Gas Industry of
India together with its historical development.
Identifying socio-environmental as well as economic-legal issues related to
Petroleum & Gas Industry of India.
Analyzing the governmental policies and statutory provisions related to
Indian Petroleum & Gas Industry.
Comparing law and policies of India with the law and policies of other
countries.
Solving disputes related to energy sectors by applying law and global
reform practices into Indian scenario.

Semester- IV
Course Name: RIGHT TO INFORMATION
Course Code: L-108
L-110- CO-1
L-110- CO-2

Understand the significance of Right to Information
Identify the Constitutional aspects of Right to Information

L-110- CO-3

Analyse the Duties and Liabilities of Public Authorities and Public
Information Officers

L-110- CO-4

Appraise the provisions relating to Exemption from Disclosure, Partial
Disclosure and Third Party Disclosure

L-110- CO-5

Elaborate the Constitution, Duties, Functions and Powers of Information
Commissions and the procedure for First Appeal and Second Appeal

Semester- IV
Course Name: ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Course Code: L-110
L-110- CO-1

Understand and acquainted with administrative system in India

L-110- CO-2

Explain the essence of ‘the spirit of welfare state’

L-110- CO-3

Interpret the concept of rule of law and principles of natural justice.

L-110- CO-4

Analyze the administrative bodies recognized by Constitution of India.

Semester- IV
Course Name: LABOUR & INDUSTRIAL LAW I
Course Code: L-118

L-118- CO-2

Define the industrial dispute in India and industrial dispute resolution
under Industrial Dispute Act 1947
Understand the working of Trade Unions in India

L-118- CO-3

Explain the Employee's State Insurance Act 1948

L-118- CO-4

Explain the application and scope of Payment of Gratuity Act 1972

L-118- CO-1

Semester- IV
Course Name: PROPERTY LAW (TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT & EASEMENT
ACT)
Course Code: L-130
L-130- CO-1

Apply the basic principles of Transfer of Property and Easement Law.

L-130- CO-2

Apply the important doctrines of Property Law.

L-130- CO-3

Compare the specific Transfer of Property.

L-130- CO-4

Assess the issues relating to Transfer of Property.

Semester- IV
Course Name: EQUITY, TRUST AND FIDUCIARY RELATIONS
Course Code: L-119
L-119- CO-1

Understanding the basic principles of Equity.

L-119- CO-2

Analyse the nature of Trusts & its kinds along with fiduciary relations.

L-119- CO-3

Evaluate the powers, rights and duties of Trustee.

L-119- CO-4

Creating the nature of public trusts in India prevalent.

Semester- IV
Course Name: BANKING LAW
Course Code: L-121
L-121- CO-1
L-121- CO-2
L-121- CO-3
L-121- CO-4

Understand and evaluate the role of banking institutions and different
banking services.
Comprehend the law relating to the Reserve Bank of India and its working.
Interpret the Banking regulations regarding bank frauds, suspension, and
winding up.
Construe the law relating to negotiable instruments, their transfers, and
negotiability.

Semester- IV
Course Name: WHITE COLOR CRIME
Course Code: L-111

L-144- CO-2

Understand the concept of white color crimes and various related issues
with white collar crimes
Analyze the judicial approach to white collar crimes

L-144- CO-3

Analyze the relation of white collar crimes with other criminal conduct

L-144- CO-1

L-144- CO-4
L-144- CO-5

Analyze the effect of white collar crimes on society and economy as a
whole.
Evaluate the issue of white collar crimes in various stages of crimes.

Semester- IV
Course Name: PROFESSIONAL ETHICS & PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM

Course Code: L-127
L-127 .1

Elucidate the development of legal profession

L-127 .2

Infer the admission and enrolment of advocates and functions of BCI

L-127 .3
L-127 .4

Understand the procedure related to disciplinary committee and its actions
regarding professional misconduct
Interpret the contempt of courts and its procedure

Semester- V
Course Name: LABOUR AND INDUSTRIAL LAW II
Course Code: L-122
L-122- CO-1
L-122- CO-2
L-122- CO-3
L-122- CO-4

Understand the provision relating to the compensation to employees as
well as to their dependent in case of death and disablement
Identify the basic provisions relating to duty of occupier to provide well
working comndition to worker.
Analyze the working condition of worker and provision related hazardous
process.
Appraise the various provisions relating to payment of wages, bonus, dues
etc.
Semester- V

Course Name: LAW OF CRIMES II (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE)
Course Code: L-123

L-123- CO-4

Understand the fundamental concepts along with the constitution of
criminal courts and their power to pass sentence.
Analyze the power of the Executive Magistrate related to unlawful
assemblies and public nuisance and preventive action of Police
Analyze the process related to complaint, FIR, Investigation, confession,
statement.
Analyse the process related to arrest

L-123- CO-5

Appraise the process to draft bail and bond

L-123- CO-6

Develop the different processes to compel a person before the court and
also draft maintenance petition and the different types of security for
maintenance of peace and good behaviour

L-123- CO-1
L-123- CO-2
L-123- CO-3

Semester- V
Course Name: CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE AND LIMITATION ACT I
Course Code: L-125

L-125- CO-1

Understand the consequences of bar to a new suit and remedies against it.

L-125- CO-2

Apply the detailed concept of joinder and non joinder of the parties.

L-125- CO-3

Analyze a plaint, written statement, setoff, and counterclaim.

L-125- CO-4

Evaluate special suits in case of special conditions

L-125- CO-5

Develop the consequences of appearance and non appearance of the parties
and draft petitions against ex parte decrees.

Semester- V
Course Name: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Course Code: L-147
L-126- CO-1
L-126- CO-2
L-126- CO-3
L-126- CO-4
L-126- CO-5

Understand the laws relating to the IPRs protection.
Interpret the law and judgment with reference to rights and liabilities of
copyright holders and the machinery which involve in enforcement of laws.
Understand the concepts of trademark and rights and liabilities of owner of
trademark.
Understand procedure for registration of patent and filing of application,
suits in case of infringement for patent.
Evaluate the relevancy of legal framework, and the basis for the protection
of geographical indications of goods
Semester- V

Course Name: PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION LAW
Course Code: L-136
L-136- CO-1
L-136- CO-2
L-136- CO-3
L-136- CO-4

Explain the basics of cannon of taxation and various assumptions of
taxation.
Apply the general principles of Heads of Incomes and its computational
procedures
.Evaluate the basic concepts of Clubbing of Incomes, Set off of Incomes,
Return of incomes, Assessment Procedures& E-filing.
Design a taxpayer-friendly modality for practical and procedural legal
issues, involve under the taxation system, so that it can insure the
professional requirements of the legal practitioners

Semester- V
Course Name: ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Course Code: L-133
L-133- CO-1

Understanding of various ADR methods and interface between Domestic

L-133- CO-2
L-133- CO-3
L-133- CO-4

and International space in context of various techniques.
Analyze the expertise the judicial mechanisms through Mediation,
Arbitration, Conciliation, Negotiation etc.
Evaluate the sophisticated understanding of the ethical and legal ethical
issues surrounding Dispute Resolution models and practice, demonstrated
through written verbal and role play communication & Case study
Formulate the modalities and techniques of resolution of conflicts
throughout-side court settlement.

Semester- VI
Course Name: LAW OF EVIDENCE
Course Code: L-120
L-120- CO-1
L-120- CO-2
L-120- CO-3
L-120- CO-4

Remember the rules of evidence applied in courts and the definitions and
concepts of law of evidence as given under Indian Evidence Act, 1872
Understand and analyse the essentials of relevancy of facts and implement
it.
Evaluate the Primary and Secondary evidence and shall become aware of
the ingredients of Documentary Evidence
Understand and create the methods and ways of examination of witnesses
before the courts

Semester- VI
Course Name: LAW OF CRIMES III (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE II)
Course Code: L-128

L-128- CO-4

Interpret the different provisions of trial and assess the different kinds of
trials.
Analyze the process related to Compounding of offences, Tender of Pardon
to accomplice etc.
Gain insight into legal provisions relating to charge and alteration and
joinder of charge and shall attain the knowledge of tender of pardon and
compounding of offences
Analyze the mode of taking and recording evidence in inquires and trial

L-128- CO-5

Evaluate the different Trials i.e. session, warrant, summon and summary
trial along with appeal, revision and reference

L-128- CO-1
L-128- CO-2
L-128- CO-3

Semester- VI
Course Name: CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE AND LIMITATION ACT II
Course Code: L-129

L-129- CO-1
L-129- CO-2
L-129- CO-3
L-129- CO-4

Interpret the detailed practical procedure regarding appearance of parties
witnesses and competent to frame and settle the issues.
Evaluate the post trial proceedings like execution, appeal, and other
supervisory procedures.
Examine other independent proceedings like outside court settlement and
other supplementary and interlocutory proceedings.
Estimate limitation period and competent to know about detailed procedure
and consequences of limitation.

Semester- VI
Course Name: LAND LAWS INCLUDING TENURE & TENANCY SYSTEM
Course Code: L-131
L-131- CO-1
L-131- CO-2
L-131- CO-3
L-131- CO-4
L-131- CO-5
L-131- CO-6

Understand the laws relating to the functioning of the land tenure and
tenancy system.
Interpret the law and judgment with reference to rights and liabilities of
tenure holders and the machinery which involve in enforcement of laws.
Understand the laws relating to land tenure and various rights, liabilities
and restrictions on the rights of land holders.
Analyze the functioning of Gram Sabha, Land Management Committee and
Gram Panchayat.
Distinguish the revenue system, revenue authorities and revenue courts and
draft applications, suits, petitions and public interest litigation for
upholding the rights of the cultivators.
Analyze the legal framework and constitutional basis related to land
reforms and importance of land laws.

Semester- VI
Course Name: DRAFTING, PLEADING AND CONVEYANCE
Course Code: L-139
L-139- CO-1
L-139- CO-2

Design various criminal applications such as FIR, Bail, Revision and
Appeals filed in the Criminal Courts
Design various civil petitions in the Civil Courts and Tribunals

L-139- CO-3

Design various Writ petitions in High Courts and Supreme Court

L-139- CO-4

Design various Instruments of conveyance

Semester- VI
Course Name: MOOT COURT AND INTERNSHIP
Course Code: -140

L-140- CO-2

Understand the basic principles and objectives of Moot Court and
Internship
Understand the application of legal research for a legal issue

L-140- CO-3

Design of Moot Court Memorial for different problems

L-140- CO-4

Apply practical mind in the resulting form of project diary

L-140- CO-1

